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Safety Drill Management 

Drill Smarter With a Stronger Platform
Safety Drills help everyone to be safer by practicing the skills required for an emergency situation. It is 
important to keep accurate records and ensure that all buildings are meeting the state requirements, which is 
why CrisisGo improves the accuracy of drill reporting while reducing the time and effort of documentation.

With numerous safety drills that need to be completed in multiple buildings at different times, it can be difficult 
to keep track of when to schedule drills and what drills have been completed. CrisisGo’s Drill Management 
feature allows you to automate drill scheduling, drill monitoring, and drill reporting all from your CrisisGo 
dashboard. CrisisGo helps organizations focus on drill skills, not the post-event paperwork.

CrisisGo Drill Management Provides:

• Easy setup of the yearly safety drills with
customizable drill schedules and drill frequencies at
the district and school building level.

• Easy drill reporting for managers using the CrisisGo
app and console.

• Automated early reminder emails to managers if
drills are not yet completed.

• Automated email delivery of pre-drill and post-drill
reports to designees.

• A comprehensive view of your safety drill statuses:
How many drills have been scheduled, what drills
have been complete, and which buildings are in
compliance.

How Drills Work with CrisisGo
Starting with the CrisisGo Drill Alert, the staff and building safety team will start to respond to the 

situation. During the drill, the building staff will use CrisisGo to communicate and access the 

safety plan content as if they were in a real situation. 

The idea is to practice like you would play. At the end, the Drill Alert is released, the drill report is 

finalized, and email reports are sent to safety managers and appropriate responders.




